The Unforgettable Judy
Oscar Winner makes new faces for Film

OSCAR WINNER — John Chambers, Academy Award winning makeup artist (R) who was given the coveted award for his work on “Planet of the Apes,” poses with Dan Streipeke, head of the 20th Century-Fox makeup department, at the opening of “Escape From the Planet of the Apes,” in Hollywood.

† John Chambers, the second makeup artist in history to win an Academy Award for his art with the eerie ape faces first seen in Arthur Jacobs film, “Planet of the Apes,” joined Danny Streipeke, head of the 20th Century-Fox makeup department at the opening of “Escape From the Planet of the Apes,” in Hollywood recently.

Both Chambers and Streipeke worked closely on the first film and its two sequels, “Beneath The Planet Of The Apes,” and “Escape” to add new vistas of realism to the chilling science fiction series.

Chambers also has a personal exhibit of his work on permanent exhibition at Movieworld Cars of the Stars-Planes of Fame, 6920 Orangethrough Ave., Buena Park, that includes step-by-step life-size demonstrations of the ape faces he designed.

Long noted for his work in motion pictures, Chambers also creates cosmetic makeup for war and cancer victims, which help deformed people resume normal life.

“Escape From The Planet Of The Apes” is currently playing at local theatres.